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This complete guide to developing network programs (both applets and applications) using Java covers everything from networking fundamentals to remote method invocation (RMI). It includes chapters on TCP and UDP sockets, multicasting protocol and content handlers, and servlets. This second edition also covers Java 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, with new chapters on multithreaded network programming, I/O, HTML parsing and display, the Java Mail API, the Java Secure Sockets Extension, and more.

Java Network Programming, 2nd Edition, is a complete introduction to developing network programs (both applets and applications) using Java, covering everything from Networking fundamentals to remote method invocation (RMI). It includes chapters on TCP and UDP sockets, multicasting protocol and content handlers, and servlets. This second edition also includes coverage of Java 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. New chapters cover multithreaded network programming, I/O, HTML parsing and display, the Java Mail API, the Java Secure Sockets Extension, and more.
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Mathematical Logic (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2002

	
		After the appearance in 1952 of my "Introduction to Metamathematics",
	
		written for students at the first-year graduate level, I had no expectation of
	
		writing another text. But various occasions arose which required me to
	
		think about how to present parts of the same material more briefly, to a
	
		more...
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Adaptive Filtering and Change DetectionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	Adaptive filtering is a branch of digital signal processing which enables the selective enhancement of desired elements of a signal and the reduction of undesired elements. Change detection is another kind of adaptive filtering for non-stationary signals, and is the basic tool in fault detection and diagnosis.

	This text takes the...
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CompTIA Network+ Practice Tests: Exam N10-007Sybex, 2018

	A smarter, faster review for the CompTIA Network+ exam N10-007 

	

	Expertly authored questions provide comprehensive, concise review of 100% of all CompTIA Network+ exam objectives. This certification validates skills equivalent to nine months of practical networking experience; those earning the Network+ certificate will...
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Introduction To Data Networks, Pdn, Lan, Man, Wan, And Wireless Data, Technologies And SystemsAlthos Publishing, 2003
This book explains the different types of data networks, how the key types of data networks operate, and the different types of data services they provide. Data networks have become a fundamental part of almost all communication networks. Data networks are telecommunications networks that are installed and operated for information exchange...
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Advances in the Economics of Information SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Advances in the Economics of Information Systems provides a wide perspective on the issues related to applications of economics to information systems area. From grid computing to online auctions, the reader can find novel uses of economics tools in understanding concepts related to the use of technology at the firm level. IT professionals will...
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The 12 Week Year: Get More Done in 12 Weeks than Others Do in 12 MonthsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The guide to shortening your execution cycle down from one year to twelve weeks 


	Most organizations and individuals work in the context of annual goals and plans; a twelve-month execution cycle. Instead, The 12 Week Year avoids the pitfalls and low productivity of annualized thinking. This book redefines your...
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